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I come from a background of prototypical
operations on the railroad.I'm usually
I
happiest with the throtde in my hand,
I
I stopping at stations and sidings, picking
up and dropping offcars as I go. But there
are days when I want nothing more than

"traditional" DC operation-that

is, oper-

hit the bumper and spin its wheels.If

ation that uses a typical throttle to control
the voltage to the rails, as opposed to

you're an operator like me, the "constant
attention"is all part of the fun. After il,

DCC or any other command-control protocol.I'm also not going to delve into
computer control or high-level automa-

few prototype railroads are continuous
loops. You've got to stop and change
direction at some point. How do you do

to set a train in motion and watch it trundle around the garden while I work.

tion of entire railroads.The scope of this
series will be to teach fundamentals so

that automatically?

Therein lies the genesis for this seriesautomation in the garden.In my next few

that readers can build upon them later.
When it comes to model-railroad

columns,I m going to showcasesome of
the most common situations in which we
would want some level of automatic con-

design, there are no plans simpler than
either a circle or a straight line. The circle
is easy-you just hook your throttle up to

trol, and highlight some of the products
on the market that make this possible.

the track, turn it on, and the train runs

I'm limiting the scope'of this discussion to products aimed at what I call

straight line of track? Without
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around for hours on end. What about a
constant

attention, the train will run off the end or

When it comes to automation, a fundamental thing is knowing where the
train is so that you can tell the controls
what to do with the train at that particular
point.There are different ways of accomplishing this outdoors.The most common
is to use a magnetic sensor.You attach a
magnet to the locomotive, then place
magnetic sensors (typically reed switches
that close when a magnet passesover

them) along the track at strategic points.
You must place a magnet on each train
you want to detect.
Alternatively, you can use some kind of
electronic detection. These systems monitor the current going to a section of track.
Any change in that current lets the system
know a train is at that particular point on
the track.
In this article,I'11look at "auto-reverse"
systemsoffered by four different manufacturers: Railroad Concepts, LGB, Dallee
Electronics, and Split-Jaw. Railroad Concepts and Dallee offer different levels of
controllabilify with different products.
You may ask, "What's so complicated
about making a.train stop, change direction, and go back to the other station?"
The first difference lies in how the various
controls actually start and stop the train.
At the simplest level, the reversing control
merely flips the direction of the current
after a prescribed period of time. These
abrupt changes in direction don't allow for
a train to actually stop at a station. To do
this, many systemsrely on a break in the
track bridged by a diode; what I'11call a
"stop now" section.The diode acts as a
one-way gate for electrons (photo 1).
When the train is approaching the "stop
now" section,the diode keeps the elec-
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trons from flowing to the rail on the far
side of the gap, so the train stops when it
reachesthat section (hence the "stop now"
moniker). When the circuit reversesthe
polariry electrons will flow through the
diode and the train then moves in the
opposite direction. This is what, on some
systems,provides station stops at either
end.The length of the station stop is
determined by the delay setting on the
reverser,minus the time it takes to travel
from end to end. For instance, if your
delay is set at 90 seconds and it takes one
minute to travel the distance, your effective station stop would be 30 seconds
(figure 1). LGB and Dallee's basic reverse
circuits work on this principle.
Another way to "start the clock" is to
monitor the current going to the track.
When a train hits the "stop now" section,
the electrons stop flowing and the current
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drops to zero. Systems like the Split-Jaw
reverseruse that drop in current to time

as it wants to get from end to end (including multiple station stops along the waymore on that next time), and the station
stops at the end will always be the same

setting on the control box (ftgure 2a).
The advantage of sensing a drop in current is that you can use the controller to
automate a train traveling to multiple des-

the station stop. The train can take as long

length of time, as determined by the

tinations, such as a switchback where the
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how long it takes the train to travel from
each end, then mathematically figuring
out how long to run the train at fullvoltage,based on acceleration and deceleration parameters that you program into the
controller (ftgure 3). The "stop now" sections are still there as a safety net but the
controller will have slowed and stopped
the car (or train) just prior to entering that
section of track. The train will then sit at
either end for whatever length of time you
have programmed in as well. (Accelera-
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tion, deceleration, top speed,and delay are
all independently programmable.) With
that nuance added to the equation,
though, you're back to a system that's
based on timing, so you're back to being
limited to just two destinations-you can't
stop in between or change destinations.
For all features combined (slow starts

Sources
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Manufacturer

Product(s) used

Price
fi49.95

Dallee Electronics

and stops, multiple station stops, and multiple destinations), you need an automation system that's based on the specific
location of the train being controlled. For
that, sensorsare required that can detect
the presenceof the train, then relay that
information back to the central "brains" to
make things happen.
The Stationmaster controller operates
in two modes: either the "non-sensor"

LGB

mode, as describedabove,or the sensor
mode, where any changes in state (direc-

Split-Jaw Products

tion, acceleration, and/or deceleration) are
dictated by magnetic switches.

RR Concepts

Stationmaster Reverser

$89.00

Contact information for product sources:
Dallee Electronics
246w.Main St.
LeolaPAt7549
717-661-7041
rtsztszu.dallee.com

LGB(Wm.K.
Walthers Inc.,
distributor)
5601W. FloristAve.
Milwaukee WI 53218
tlww.walthers.corn

Split-JawProducts
PO Box 90t46
PordandOR
97290
877-762-4822

RR Concepts
1357HodgesRd.
Oceanside
CA
92056
rDrDrD./T- con cepts.com

zuwza.splitjazD.corn

In the caseof an out-and-back railroad,
you'd place two sensorsnear the stations.
As the train travels over the sensor (photo
2),amagnet attached to the train (photo
3) triggers the sensor and the controller
deceleratesthe train, pausesfor however
long you have programmed, changes the
direction. then accelerates.The box
"ignores" the sensor as the train passes
over it leaving the station, so the train will
continue at a constant speed until it hits
the next sensor,at which point it will slow
down, pause,change direction, then speed
up again (ftgure 4.) Multiple station stops

distance between points A and B is differ-

"stop norD"section is not a "slowly drift to

ent than that between points B and C.
The Split-Jaw unit has auxiliary outputs

a stop" section.If the diode blocks the
electron flow, the motor stops immediate-

tied to the change in direction that can be
used for a number of functions, including
lights and automatically throwing switches along the route (ftgure 2b).

ly. That's not ideal for the gears in our
trains, especially if you've got a long train
behind your locomotive (unlikely on a

can be added by adding additional magnets. (Again, more on this next time.)
Similar in terms of functionality to the
Stationmaster. Dallee Electronics offers a

point-to-point line but not unheard of).
Railroad Conceptt Stationmaster

more complex controller in addition to
their simple back-and-forth unit. Much of

Reverserhandles this problem by timing

what they produce is various components

The weakness of these systemsis the
abruptnessof the starts and stops.The
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that can be combined in different ways for
a wide range of functions. Dallee's products work by breaking the track up into
individual segments, then sending track
voltage to each segment separately,monitoring whether current is being drawn on
that segment via a sensor that detects the
magnetic field created when electricity
passesthrough a wire.
The train starts at one end, which triggers the board to slowly increase the speed
to full speed over the "transitiott''section
of track, then runs at full speed until it
gets to the next "transition" section of
track in advance of the next station (ftgure 5). The control board sensescurrent
being drawn in this section of track, then
slows the train until it passesto the "stop"
section of track, at which point the train
waits for the programmed amount of time,
changes direction, moves back into the
"transition" section, where it speedsup and
continues back to the first stop. (This system also allows for multiple station stops
along the way.)
These latter two systems are somewhat
more complex, in that you're running a lot
of wires to individual blocks of track or to
trackside sensors,whereas the systems
described first require mostly just two
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wires to the track and the "stop now"
diode-controlled sections.The system that
is best for you depends on what you're trying to achieve.
In the next issue,I'11discuss adding
station stops to out-and-back operations,
and different means of alternating trains
in and out of stations. \
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